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Every business, like all living organisms, experiences 
different lifetimes. Enterprises are starting up, 
growing and developing, and are experiencing their 
maturity. Companies that are able to cope with various 
challenges in their path - such as initial successes and 
failures in the market, ups and downs - are becoming 
successful. There is no original recipe for business 
success. Everyone has their own path, and a clear 
vision, strategy and focus on customers and partners 
are woven into Lipapromet's path. Lipapromet knew 
how to recognize the right moments and make the right 
steps. Customers were always offered more to get true 
added value. Lipapromet started working in 1990 as a 
small family business, and in these thirty years it has 
grown into one of the leading wholesalers of electrical 
and lighting products on the Croatian market.

The Lipapromet - Slavonija - based in Osijek, was 
founded in 2005 and in a short period of its existence 
has grown into a respectable partner in its region. 
For its twentieth birthday, Lipapromet introduced a 
new light. After 20 years, the recognizable yellow-blue 
arrows have become part of the company’s history, 
and Lipapromet presented a new visual identity that 
has remained to this day. The slogan "Partner of Good 
Energy" mostly talks about partnerships that have been 
nurtured for decades, but also about the impressive 
number of new customers who recognize the benefits 
of Lipapromet. The keywords of the slogan "Partner" 
and "Good Energy" are a reflection of the values that 
Lipapromet has been diligently building for years.

In April 2012, the decision of the owner of the company 
made a step towards professionalization in the 
management of the company through separation of 
ownership from the management function. In the same 
year, Lipapromet announced the appointment of Darko 
Balun to the position of the company's Director. Darko 
Balun gained his rich 15-year experience as CEO of 
Philips Croatia. Also, a significant moment in the history 
of the company is certainly the celebration of the 

25th anniversary of successful business in April 2016, 
in the Gastro Globus congress hall, in the presence of 
numerous guests and business partners.

As Lipapromet continuously strives to improve its 
business, in June 2016 the Management Board was 
appointed. In addition to the owner of the company, 
the Management Board consists of the President 
of the Management Board and two members. The 
Management Board works on the achievement of 
strategic and operational goals, taking into account 
the measures necessary to achieve the optimal 
organizational and personnel structure and to improve 
efficiency.

Throughout its history Lipapromet has gone through 
a dynamic path and has become a recognizable name 
in the market. The company's development plans are 
aimed at strengthening the export orientation, with 
an emphasis on strengthening the leading position 
in the domestic market, which Lipapromet manages 
from its headquarters in Zagreb, branches in Kutina 
and Dubrovnik and regional offices in Istria, Rijeka and 
Koprivnica.

This brochure was created to illustrate what Lipapromet 
does and what it can offer its clients and partners. 
In the years ahead, Lipapromet will work to achieve 
its vision and goals by harmonizing between the 
economic, social and environmental fields of activity 
and thus contribute to the long-term stability and 
well-being of the community in general. Many years 
of experience, professional sales staff and the support 
of our project office engineers are a guarantee of the 
top quality of services we offer at Lipapromet. We 
want to continue to grow over the years and to achieve 
successful business results that will contribute to the 
further development of the company.
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.

2016.
Solemn celebration 
of 25 years of 
successful business 
of Lipapromet

2016.
Appointment 
of the 
Management 
Board

2012.
The first issue 
of Lipapromet 
News is 
published

2019.
Opening of a retail 
and wholesale 
branch in 
Dubrovnik

2019.
Opening of a 
new Professional 
lighting solutions 
office

2018
Opening of 
an office in 
Koprivnica

2016.
Opening of 
a retail and 
wholesale 
branch in 
Kutina

2014.
20 years of 
collaboration 
with Philips 
Lighting

The first 
event 
Lipapromet 
Days was held

2013.2012.
Opening of 
offices in 
Rijeka and 
Istria

2012.
Separation of 
Ownership 
and 
Management 

2012.
Warehouse 
expansion at the 
location Radnička 
cesta 220 a

2011.
New visual 
identity of the 
company

2003.
New offices at 
the location 
Radnička cesta 
220 a

1994.
First shipment 
from the supplier 
Philips Licht 
GmbH Austria

1990.
Founding of 
the company 
Lipapromet

1993.
Lease of the 
first office 
space in 
Ilica 367

1995.
New offices at 
the location 
of P. Zrinski 3

2011.
Founding 
of the 
Lipapromet 
project office

2005.
Founding of a 
Lipapromet-
Slavonija in 
Osijek

2020.
Celebrating 
30 years of 
Lipapromet
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Vision

Mission

Our vision is to maintain the status of a leading wholesaler of 

electrical and lighting products in Croatia. We want to remain the 

first choice for our partners because our innovative and complete 

solutions, quality of products, and technical support. Our ambition 

is to be a leader in knowledge and innovation that will build the 

company for future generations of our employees.

Continuous pursuit of excellence:

•  In relation to partners (customers, suppliers, principals)

•  In offering products and services (well-known brands, high       

    quality products, technical support)

•  In distribution and logistics (extreme flexibility and reliability)

•  Through own team of employees (educated professionals)



Our values

The company's values serve as a compass to realize the vision, and the company is 

guided by the following values:

Integrity

Integrity is at the heart of our business. In our work, we absolutely adhere to the 

demands for independence and objectivity.

Transparency

Lipapromet meets the highest ethical standards. We are transparent in all forms 

of cooperation. We are fulfilling our obligations and what we have promised, while 

caring for our employees, the local community and natural resources.

Continuous improvement of business and quality

We insist on high standards of quality of our products and services , while constantly 

working to improve them.

Expert staff

Our greatest value and most important resource is our employees. We are aware that 

the work and expertise of our employees are one of the most valuable resources of 

the company and we consider our employees the foundation of our success.

Social responsibility and responsible environmental policies

We are promoters of corporate social responsibility. We take care of the 

environmental aspect of all our processes, and we build our relationship with the 

community through donations and sponsorships to support humanitarian activities 

and sports and cultural events.
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Strategy

Lipapromet has a clear strategy based on its vision, mission and values. The goal 

is to continue profitable growth and thorough growth on:

•  Strategic partnerships: In order to maintain a strong market position,   

    Lipapromet is expanding by selecting strategic partners that provide first-class  

    products and services.

•  Customer Orientation: This means understanding the future and current needs  

   of customers, their requirements and meeting their expectations.

•  Operational efficiency: Lipapromet constantly optimizes its processes to   

   improve efficiency and speed while reducing costs.

•  Product range upgrades: Introduction of new product ranges and development  

    of lighting solutions in order to be able to respond to market trends and     

    customer needs in the best possible way. 
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Stability in a dynamic 
environment

Social 
community

In its 30-year history, Lipapromet has set high standards, and as a 

result, the company has evolved into one of the leading wholesalers 

of electrical and lighting equipment, known for offering high quality 

products and solutions, but also for a unique approach to the 

needs of customer. With its clear strategy and consistent financial 

results, Lipapromet is a natural choice for its long-term partners. 

Lipapromet is an extremely healthy company with a strong balance 

sheet and quality cash flow.

Lipapromet has been taking care of its responsibility towards the 

community in which it operates from very beginning. Corporate 

social responsibility is an integral part of Lipapromet's identity 

and business activities. Lipapromet is a sponsor and donor to 

numerous associations, sports clubs and educational, cultural and 

health institutions.
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Wholesale

Today, Lipapromet boasts a highly professional sales and project 

team, a respectable stock and flexible logistics operations. 

Approximately 5000 m2 of modernly organized and equipped 

storage space offers a wide selection of products from renowned 

local and international manufacturers: from lighting solutions, 

installation equipment, switchgear and mains equipment, cables and 

conductors, transformers and intercoms, to various tools, accessories 

and measuring instruments. The company uses various methods 

of stock-optimization to respond to the demands of its customers, 

enabling the prompt delivery of goods  on a daily basis.
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Lighting engineering 
design

The success of the Lipapromet's sales team is driven by the 

support of the project office engineers who, in addition to 

consulting services, offer design services for lighting solutions and 

building management systems. Thanks to the synergy of years of 

experience in the field of lighting and the latest software solutions 

for simulation and design in lighting, Lipapromet offers precise 

and unique solutions for office, industrial, commercial, decorative, 

urban, traffic and sports lighting.



Design of building 
management systems

Lipapromet also achieves notable results with solutions in intelligent 

lighting management systems execution, such as KNX and Dynalite, 

but also in other automation applications, such as shutters, blinds, 

air-conditioning or residential passage control to hotel, business and 

industrial processes. All services are performed in cooperation with 

the investors, end-users, architectural offices, or other contractors. 

By offering equipment and systems from renowned manufacturers, 

Lipapromet's engineers can meet the most complex demands, taking 

into account the financial, practical and aesthetic aspects of each 

solution. Lipapromet has developed a special approach to the design and 

reconstruction of all types of public and urban lighting systems for cities, 

industrial, school, office and other residential and non-residential lighting 

systems. The project office is able to provide design and advisory services 

to the beneficiaries of the co-financing from the EU funds, offering 

financing for energy efficient solutions through the ESCO model in the 

eco-mission, where users repay the investment through achieved savings 

over a period of several years (project-dependable).
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Energy 
efficiency

Energy efficiency is the sum of planned and implemented 

measures aiming to use the least possible amount of energy 

while keeping the usage comfort level the same or better. With 

increasing electricity prices and the rapid development of LED 

technologies in lighting, there is an increasing focus on replacing 

existing non-efficient lighting. Constant care for environmental 

protection, increasing energy efficiency and the use of renewable 

energy sources is one of the fundamental components of 

sustainable development. Lighting accounts for about 19 % of 

total electricity consumption in the world, indicating its significant 

impact on the environment and energy costs. Modernization of 

the public lighting system implies the replacement of energy-

inefficient and obsolete lighting with high-efficiency lighting in 

order to improve lighting and reduce light pollution. Lipapromet 

can respond to new challenges and trends with its experienced 

project office that is able to provide design and consulting 

services, and in its environmental mission also offers funding for 

energy efficient solutions through the ESCO model.
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 Green Bridge, Zagreb
Photo By: Alen Ferina

Satisfied customers are the best benchmark of the success. Over 

the years, many customers have given us their trust, and our 

references show that we are on the right path.

OUTDOOR
       LIGHT

Water tower, Vukovar
Photo By: Miroslav Šlafhauzer



Radnička street, Zagreb
Photo By: Alen Ferina



OUTDOOR
       LIGHT
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Business Incubator, Đurđevac
Photo By: Samir Cerić Kovačević

Castle Pejačević, Virovitica
Photo By: Matija Rođak
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OUTDOOR
       LIGHT
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INA d.d.
Croatian Oil Industry, Zelina
Photo by: Siniša Sunara

NK Zagreb



INDOOR
       LIGHT

Lipapromet d.o.o., Zagreb
Photo by: Alen Ferina

Kalmar Implant Dentistry, Rijeka 
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Balenović dental clinic, Zagreb
Photo by: Domagoj Kunić



INDOOR
       LIGHT
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Elementary school Kralja Zvonimira, Solin
Photo by: Alen Ferina

Super Konzum store, Gajnice
Photo by: Alen Ferina



INDOOR
       LIGHT

Medico Polyclinic, Rijeka
Photo by: Goran Salleto
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Patrizia Pepe store, Zagreb
Photo by: Tomislav Ivanović
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Contacts

Zagreb
Radnička cesta 220 a
10000 Zagreb
T:+385 1 2415 222

Rijeka 
Škurinjska cesta 1
51000 Rijeka
T: +385 51 688 960

Koprivnica
Franje Gažija 3
48000 Koprivnica
T: +385 48 493 790

Istra
Diklići 1
51463 Višnjan
T: +385 52 422 047

Kutina
Aleja Vukovar 3
44320 Kutina
T: + 385 44 683 580

Dubrovnik
Ulica od Batale 1
20000 Dubrovnik
T: +385 20 357 755

Slavonija
Vukovarska 213 a
31000 Osijek
T: + 385 31 540 170




